CLERK OF SUPERIOR COURT
MUSCOGEE COUNTY, GEORGIA

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF MUSCOGEE COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA

SU2022CV001403
JUN 16, 2022 04:07 PM

WAYNE JOHNSON FOR CONGRESS, INC.
and WAYNE JOHNSON,
Plaintiffs,
Civil Action No.

v.
JEREMY C. HUNT, individually and d/b/a
Jeremy for Georgia; FOX NEWS NETWORK,
LLC; and BRIAN M. KILMEADE,

______________

Defendants.
COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES
COMES NOW, Plaintiffs Wayne Johnson for Congress, Inc. and Wayne Johnson and file
this Complaint for Damages against Defendants Jeremy C. Hunt, individually and d/b/a Jeremy
for Georgia (herein, “Defendant Hunt”); FOX News Network, LLC (herein, “Defendant Fox
News”); and Brian M. Kilmeade (herein, “Defendant Kilmeade”) as follows:
INTRODUCTION
1.
This action seeks to recover damages from Defendants for racketeering activities engaged
in by Defendant Hunt, Defendant Fox News, and Defendant Kilmeade, defrauding the rule of law
in Georgia, undermining the integrity of Georgia’s elections, acting in clear defiance of Federal
election laws and campaign finance laws, and bypassing and “hoodwinking” the voters in the
Second Congressional District of Georgia, all to enrich Defendant Hunt.
2.
Throughout the campaign for the Republican nomination to run in the Congressional
election for the Second Congressional District of Georgia, Defendant Hunt has had an open line
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of communication with Defendant Kilmeade and others employed by Defendant Fox News to
suggest ideas for premises to appear on Defendant Fox News’ programs.
3.
In each of these appearances, now numbering at least fifteen appearances over five months,
Defendant Fox News’ on-air personalities have allowed Defendant Hunt to quickly shift the
conversation to his campaign and to seek donations from Defendant Fox News’ national television
and online audiences.
4.
During the discussion of his campaign, Defendant Hunt provides the website address for
his campaign in order to raise funds for his campaign.
5.
Following each appearance, Defendant Hunt’s campaign account experiences an increase
in fundraising and, specifically, an increase in out-of-district donations for Defendant Hunt’s
campaign.
6.
Defendant Fox News also posts most of these appearances that really amount to
informercials by Defendant Hunt online so they can be redistributed and viewed ad nauseum.
7.
In each media appearance that he makes, Defendant Hunt is described as having graduated
from West Point and having served as an Army Captain; that seemingly is the extent of his military
credentials, despite being called upon to discuss national security measures with regularity on
Defendant Fox News segments.
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8.
Similarly, Defendant Hunt is frequently described as a “Columbus Army Veteran,” even
by his own campaign, implying that he is from Columbus, Georgia, and Georgia’s Second
Congressional District. However, Defendant Hunt has only lived in Columbus for a matter of
months. These and other misrepresentations, omissions, and deceptions form the basis of mail
fraud and wire fraud under the law.
9.
By allowing Defendant Hunt to appear on Fox News programs under false pretenses in
order to pitch his campaign and to raise funds, Defendants are violating Federal Campaign Finance
laws and the Equal Time Act, and these actions combined with Defendant Hunt’s
misrepresentations about himself which are republished and repeated by Defendant Fox News an
Defendant Kilmeade ultimately amount to Mail and Wire Fraud since the underlying purposes of
the misrepresentations are campaign fundraising and to garner votes.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
10.
Plaintiff Wayne Johnson for Congress, Inc. (hereinafter, “WJFC”) is a Georgia corporation
whose principal place of business is located in Macon-Bibb County, Georgia. 18 U.S.C. § 1964(c)
creates a private right of action for any “person” who has suffered a compensable injury. The term
“person” has been interpreted liberally to include natural persons, partnerships, joint ventures,
corporations, and governmental entity suing for their own injuries.
11.
Plaintiff Wayne Johnson was a Republican candidate in the 2 nd Congressional District of
Georgia primary election held on May 24, 2022. Plaintiff Johnson is a resident of Macon-Bibb
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County, Georgia.
12.
Defendant Hunt, individually and d/b/a Jeremy for Georgia is a resident of Muscogee
County, Georgia, and is subject to the jurisdiction of this Court.
13.
Venue is proper in this Court. Defendant Hunt may be served by delivering a copy of the
Summons and Verified Complaint to him at 8344 Frank Houser Avenue, Unit 1613, Columbus,
Muscogee County, Georgia, 31909.
14.
Defendant Fox News is a New York limited liability company whose principal place of
business is located at 28 Liberty Street, New York, New York 10005.
15.
Defendant Fox News is subject to the jurisdiction of this Court, and venue is proper in this
Court.
16.
Defendant Fox News may be served by delivering a copy of the Summons and Verified
Complaint to its registered agent C T Corporation System, 28 Liberty St., New York, New York
10005.
17.
Defendant Kilmeade is a host and on-air personality on FOX & Friends, a morning news
program that airs on Defendant Fox News.
18.
Defendant Kilmeade is subject to the jurisdiction of this Court, and venue is proper in this
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Court.
19.
Defendant Kilmeade may be served by delivering a copy of the Summons and Verified
Complaint to him at 176 Cedar Shore Drive, Massapequa, New York 11758-8138.
20.
Jurisdiction and Venue are proper in this Court pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1964, Ga. Const.
art. VI, § 4, ¶ I, and Ga. Const. art. VI, § 2, ¶ IV.
FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS
21.
As discussed in a June 28, 2021, article by Max Greenwood in The Hill, 1 United States
Senator Tom Cotton unveiled his “Veterans to Victory” program to elect Republican military
veterans to Congress in the Summer of 2021.
22.
Veterans to Victory is not a Political Action Committee (herein, “PAC”).
23.
Via the Veterans to Victory website, Senator Cotton raises funds that are then split with
the candidates he has selected to participate in Veterans to Victory.
24.
Candidates participating in Veterans to Victory are selected by Senator Cotton and then
run as candidates in House of Representatives and Senate races throughout the country. Defendant
Hunt was selected by Senator Cotton to be advanced under the Veterans to Victory scheme.

1

Greenwood, Max. “Cotton heads to Iowa to launch ‘Veterans to Victory’ program.” The Hill. February 10, 2022.
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/560543-cotton-heads-to-iowa-to-launch-veterans-to-victory-program.
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25.
In many instances, these candidates are not from and do not previously reside in the
congressional district in which they are running. (Exhibit 1).
26.
For instance, Defendant Hunt signed a lease on an apartment in Columbus, Georgia, shortly
after declaring himself a candidate for Georgia’s Second Congressional District for the United
States House of Representatives.
27.
Interestingly, at the time that Defendant Hunt signed that lease, he was enrolled as a full
time second year student at Yale Law School in New Haven, Connecticut; he is now a rising third
year law student, which he has attempted throughout the campaign to remain hidden. He also
maintains a residence at 38 Crown Street, Apartment 108, New Haven, Connecticut 06510-3352.
28.
Prior to February 2022, Defendant Hunt had never previously resided in Columbus,
Georgia, or Georgia’s Second Congressional District.
29.
Senator Cotton, as part of his scheme partners with other third parties who work with his
chosen candidates to offer guidance on running a campaign, walk the candidate through the halls
of Congress and Capitol Hill to meet influential Republican congressman and Republican
influencers to aid in securing endorsements, and prepare campaign materials such as videos for the
candidates. OnMessage, a Washington, D.C. political media and advisory firm, is one of the
principal third parties that is engaged to support the chosen candidates.
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30.
Additionally, these third parties help to connect Senator Cotton’s chosen few with
Defendant Fox News for media appearances.
31.
Defendant Fox News, in turn, places the candidates on their FOX & Friends’ morning
broadcast, as well as other Fox News segments throughout the day.
32.
Each of these appearances on Defendant Fox News occurs under the auspices of the
candidate discussing some newsworthy subject, but, at least in the case of Defendant Hunt, each
segment quickly transitions into unpaid campaign advertisements.
33.
Defendant Fox News stubbornly has not and is not providing equal airtime to the opponents
of Defendant Hunt or any other of Senator Cotton’s other chosen veteran candidates, despite the
quite enforceable requirements of the Equal Time Rule. 2
34.
The Communications Act of 1934 (“the Act”) authorized the creation of the Federal
Communications Commission (“FCC”) and charged it with the enforcement and interpretation of
the Act. 3
35.
Section (a) of the Act contains the “Equal Time Rule” requiring that broadcasters
permitting candidates to appear on their airwaves must allow opposing candidates the same
2

“If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting
station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office in the use of such broadcasting
station (. . .).” 47 U.S.C. § 315(a).
3
47 U.S.C. § 315 (2000).
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privilege. 4
36.
In 1959, Congress created four exceptions to the Equal Time Rule after the FCC ruled that
candidate appearances on news programs would trigger the equal time requirements of the Act. 5
37.
Those exceptions include: (1) bona fide newscasts, (2) bona fide news interviews, (3) bona
fide news documentaries when the appearance of a candidate is incidental to the presentation of
the subject(s) being covered by the news documentary, and (4) on-the-spot coverage of bona fide
news events including but not limited to political conventions and activities incidental thereto. 6
38.
None of the four exceptions to the Equal Time Rule are applicable with regards to
Defendant Hunt’s repeated appearances on Defendant Fox News, especially during his campaign
announcement which was an event of Senator Cotton’s, Defendant Hunt’s, and Defendant Fox
News’ orchestration when Defendant Hunt was allowed to announce his candidacy live on-air with
prearranged video which was prepared by a third party media consultant and production company,
believed to be OnMessage.
39.
In fact, it is a well-known risk within the broadcast industries that a network may run afoul

4

“If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting
station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office in the use of such broadcasting
station (. . .).” 47 U.S.C. § 315(a).
5
In re Telegram to CBS, Inc., 18 Rad. Reg. 238, recon. Denied, 26 F.C.C. 715, 742-43 (1959).
6
47 U.S.C. § 315(a)(1)-(4).
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of the Equal Time Rule even if it features a performer who happens to be running for public office
in a non-political context.
40.
After all, the Equal Time Rule is so broad that it applies not just to political commercials
but also to any recognizable media appearance by a candidate in any type of program or context.
41.
That is why Gerald Ford’s appearance in a United Way Campaign commercial was of
concern when he was a candidate for President, and it is why networks were concerned about even
airing Ronald Reagan’s movies during the time when he ran for President.
42.
There are no campaign expenditures to or in-kind donations by Defendant Hunt to
Defendant Fox News or Defendant Kilmeade disclosed to the Federal Election Commission.
Likewise, there are no donations of cash or in-kind donations from Defendant Fox News or
Defendant Kilmeade to Defendant Hunt’s campaign disclosed to the Federal Election
Commission.
43.
Even if there were appropriate disclosures of in-kind donations, they would be considered
to be unlawful as Fox News is not registered as a PAC (and if it were, it could not coordinate with
Defendant Hunt as a candidate) and, as a corporation, has exceeded the lawful campaign
contribution levels to a single candidate given the value of the airtime donated to Defendant Hunt.
44.
In the case of Defendant Hunt, he was substantially involved in preparations to run for
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office at least in the final quarter of 2021, including the filming of videos by OnMessage and
frequent and extensive visits to influential people on Capitol Hill, arranged by third parties. The
services provided to Defendant Hunt by the third parties enlisted by Senator Cotton to assist
Defendant Hunt in preparing to run for office are clearly valued at more than $5000, and were
provided well before Defendant Hunt registered as a candidate for Congress on January 12, 2022.
45.
A person must register as a candidate within fifteen (15) days of commencing campaign
activities or deciding to become a candidate, at which point the testing the waters period ends, and
any funds expended, or in-kind contributions received, while testing the waters applies to the
$5,000 threshold. 11 CFR § 100.72(a) and 100.131.
46.
An individual must register with the Federal Election Commission as a candidate, designate
and register a principal campaign committee, and begin to file reports after exceeding the threshold
while testing the waters. Defendant Hunt clearly decided to ignore this aspect of law, very likely
upon advice of third parties who wanted him to not report with the Federal Election Commission
in the Fourth Quarter of 2021.
47.
The filing must include all activities that occurred during the prior testing the waters period.
11 CFR § 100.72(a) and 100.131(a).
48.
Indeed, certain activities have been deemed to constitute campaigning, not just testing the
waters, including:
Making or authorizing statements that refer to themselves as candidates;
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Using general public political advertising to publicize their intention to campaign;
Informing the media (directly or indirectly through an advisor) that they will
announce their candidacy on a certain date;
Raising more money than what is reasonably needed to test the waters or amass
funds (seed money) to be used after candidacy is established;
Conducting activities over a protracted period of time or shortly before the election;
and,
Taking action to qualify for the election.
11 CFR § 100.72(b) and 100.131(b); see AO 2015-09 (Senate Majority PAC and House Majority
PAC).
49.
Defendant Hunt did not register with the Federal Election Commission in a timely fashion,
thereby hiding the origins of his determination to run for Federal office and his hiding initial
campaign expenditures. Given the scope of activities during the fourth quarter of 2021, Defendant
Hunt should have registered with the Federal Election Commission as a candidate prior to
December 31, 2021, thus requiring a Federal Election Commission filing. Defendant Hunt failed
to make any filings due on the period ending December 31, 2021.
50.
Jeremy for Georgia registered with the Federal Election Commission on January 12, 2022.
51.
Defendant Hunt announced his candidacy for the Second Congressional District seat live
on FOX & Friends on January 13, 2022, with significant fanfare during an interview with
Defendant Kilmeade.
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52.
During appearances on Fox, Defendant Hunt’s campaign video produced by the third
parties was played on-air as part of his announcement appearance.
53.
The very fact that Defendant Fox News could key that video to play at the appropriate time
during Defendant Hunt’s initial appearance reveals that Defendant Hunt and Defendant Fox News
conspired to allow Defendant Hunt’s announcement of his candidacy to a national audience.
54.
Such a coordinated scheme allowed Defendant Hunt a ready source of financial
contributors to his candidacy from all across the nation. In fact, Defendant Hunt has acknowledged
in tweets on Twitter this success of his fundraising through such actions to the tune of several
hundred thousand dollars after his initial appearances on segments of Defendant Fox News.
55.
Defendant Fox News even allowed Defendant Hunt to ask viewers to go to his website
with this statement “I can’t do this alone, I need your support. If you would just logon to
JeremyforGeorgia.com and chip in a few bucks, it would mean the world to us.”
56.
At Defendant Hunt’s website, viewers were presented with a direct appeal to donate to his
campaign.
57.
It is clear that Defendant Hunt exceeded the $5,000 limit during the testing waters period
based on Jeremy for Georgia’s and Defendant Hunt’s level of expenditures in advance of the
registration of his campaign, even accounting for the fifteen-day window. And it is a fact that
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Defendant Hunt did not file on Federal Election Commission campaign report for the period
ending December 31, 2021.
58.
That is, the level of Jeremy for Georgia’s expenditures and in-kind receipts on and before
December 28, 2021, exceeded $5,000 in value. (The fifteen day period prior to Defendant Hunt
registering with the Federal Election Commission on January 12, 2022.)
59.
As part of these coordinated efforts to support and promote Senator Cotton’s chosen
candidates, Defendant Hunt, who is indeed one of Senator Cotton’s chosen candidates, 7 appeared
on Defendant Fox News programming no less than twelve times during the primary election of the
Republican candidate for Georgia’s Second Congressional District.
60.
Subsequent to Defendant Hunt announcing his candidacy on Fox News on January 13,
2022, Defendant Hunt on January 24, 2022, during FOX & Friends, was on for more than four
minutes ostensibly for a discussion of events in Ukraine. (Exhibits 2 and 3). 89
61.
At one point during this episode, the screen displayed, “Jeremy Hunt (R-GA) U.S.
Congressional Candidate,” and Defendant Hunt also presented himself as such, along with
endorsement of his congressional candidacy by the hosting talent.

7

https://cottonforvets.com.
The appearances of Defendant Hunt on the various programs on Defendant Fox News discussed in this Complaint
for Damages have been assembled into a playlist on YouTube that can be viewed at:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4Z8vj_Hw3ZR_5nEofYH-OafmWE2gIE5g. This YouTube link is being
provided as Exhibit 2.
9
Transcripts of all of these appearances are attached hereto as composite Exhibit 3.
8
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62.
Additionally, on January 24, 2022, Defendant Fox News ran a story on United States
Senator Josh Hawley’s endorsement of Defendant Hunt. 10
63.
Defendant Fox News reported that they were the first to report Senator Hawley’s
endorsement.
64.
Defendant Fox News’ story about Senator Hawley’s endorsement even took the
opportunity to trumpet Senator Cotton’s earlier endorsement of Defendant Hunt, which coincided
with Defendant Hunt’s January 13, 2022, announcement of his candidacy on Fox.
65.
On January 25, 2022, Defendant Hunt appeared on another Defendant Fox News program,
The Ingraham Angle, to supposedly discuss the potential invasion of Ukraine by Russia.
66.
While the host mistakenly introduced him as “Jeremy Hunter,” she promptly identified him
as a Congressional candidate in Georgia.
67.
As with other appearances on Defendant Fox News, Defendant Hunt was able to segue into
a discussion of his constituents and his campaign.
68.
One January 27, 2022, Defendant Hunt again appeared on Defendant Fox News’ FOX &

10

https://www.FOXnews.com/politics/josh-hawley-endorses-jeremy-hunt-unseat-moderate-democrat-georgia.
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Friends program.
69.
The auspices of this appearance were to discuss President Biden’s foreign policy struggles.
70.
As with other appearances, Defendant Hunt was initially identified as a Congressional
candidate from Georgia, an U.S. Army Captain, and a West Point Graduate.
71.
Defendant Hunt quickly turned the discussion to his priorities as a candidate, what he hopes
a Republican-led House of Representatives may do, and why people should vote for him.
72.
As with many other interviews on Defendant Fox News, Defendant Hunt is able to provide
his campaign website to continue to raise funds from a national office and invite the national
audience to join him to help turn the country around.
73.
On February 7, 2022, during FOX & Friends, Defendant Hunt was on for more than three
minutes to discuss Stacy Abrams not wearing a mask at a school event and the status of the U.S.
Military.
74.
Once again, the screen displayed “Jeremy Hunt (R-GA) U.S. Congressional Candidate.”
During this segment, Defendant Hunt discussed his candidacy and made a direct appeal to viewers
to go to his website, “If you want to join me, you can go to HuntforGeorgia.com, join us and let’s
make a difference.”
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75.
On February 9, 2022, during the Fox Business News show Kudlow, Defendant Hunt was
on for more than five minutes with Larry Kudlow on a segment, ostensibly for Black History
Month.
76.
The segment opened with the screen displaying, “Georgia Congressional Candidate Jeremy
Hunt Vows to Preserve the American Dream, Put America First.”
77.
Mr. Kudlow introduced Defendant Hunt with, “Joining me now is Jeremy Hunt, a
candidate for Georgia’s second congressional district.” Defendant Hunt talked about his
congressional race and why he was running.
78.
The screen later displayed, “Jeremy Hunt Georgia Congressional Candidate (R) Going
Back to an ‘America First’ Approach.”
79.
Mr. Kudlow remarked, “It’s a terrific message, Jeremy. I hope you do fabulously well in
your race.” Defendant Hunt made another direct appeal, “I would love for you to join us, if you
would go to HuntforGeorgia.com, H-U-N-T for Georgia.com and join us. We’re going to fight
back and we’re going to save our country.”
80.
It should also be noted that Defendant Hunt sent out a tweet the day before this segment
with Larry Kudlow on Fox Business announcing that they (i.e., he and Kudlow) would be “chatting
about our campaign here in Southwest Georgia,” clearly the real reason for the airtime on Kudlow,
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not a Black History conversation as purported.
81.
On February 12, 2022, during FOX & Friends Weekend, Defendant Hunt was on air for
more than five minutes and was introduced as, “Jeremy Hunt U.S. Congressional candidate, West
Point graduate.”
82.
Once again, the screen rotated through titles to: “Jeremy Hunt (R-GA) U.S. Congressional
Candidate.”
83.
Defendant Hunt again discussed his candidacy, with encouragement by the Fox hosting
talent, and made a direct appeal to viewers with the statement, “One of the reasons I am running
for Congress is to turn the tide and ask the tough questions and have some hearings in Congress to
see what’s going on. Please feel free to join us by going to HuntforGeorgia.com because we are
going to get some answers for this.”
84.
As Defendant Hunt was making his appeal, the screen rotated to the title, “Jeremy Hunt
(R-GA) US Congressional Candidate.”
85.
On February 16, 2022, during FOX & Friends, Defendant Hunt was on for more than four
minutes; he was again introduced as congressional candidate, Jeremy Hunt.
86.
The screen rotated through titles to “Jeremy Hunt (R-GA) U.S. Congressional Candidate.”
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87.
The headline on the Fox News web site reads, “Congressional candidate Jeremy Hunt says
Biden has ‘weakened our military’ amid Russia-Ukraine conflict.”
88.
Defendant Hunt again made a direct appeal, “I’d love for you to join us at
HuntforGeorgia.com,” and after his appeal, the host referred to him as, “Congressman Hunt.”
89.
On February 22, 2022, Defendant Hunt appeared on FOX & Friends under the pretense of
discussing sanctions on Ukraine.
90.
During this February 22, 2022, segment, Defendant Hunt was quickly introduced as “U.S.
Congressional Candidate and Army Veteran Who Trained Ukrainian Forces.” This statement
would certainly be considered an exaggeration to anyone familiar with U.S. Army protocol, given
that Defendant Hunt was a Second Lieutenant stationed in Ukraine on temporary duty for less than
six months in 2016.
91.
Again, during various portions of his appearance, Defendant Hunt was listed on the screen
as “Jeremy Hunt (R-GA) U.S. Congressional Candidate.”
92.
As in other appearances on FOX & Friends, Defendant Hunt quickly pivoted from the
purported reason for his appearance to discussing the reason he was running for Congress and his
campaign.
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93.
As with other appearances, Defendant Hunt referred people to his campaign website where
visitors could contribute financially to his campaign.
94.
Defendant Hunt again appeared on FOX & Friends on February 27, 2022, to again discuss
the war in Ukraine and to criticize the Biden Administration.
95.
While the focus of this interview was more focused than many with Defendant Hunt on
Defendant Fox News, Defendant Hunt still set forth his campaign for Congress in Southwest
Georgia and delivered some of his campaign talking points about his candidacy for Congress.
96.
Defendant Hunt appeared on Jesse Watters’ program on Defendant Fox News on May 7,
2022, to discuss the notion that the Democratic Party believes that “Black and Latino Americans
owe them [their] vote.”
97.
During this appearance, Defendant Hunt was alternately labeled on screen as “Jeremy Hunt
(R) West Point Graduate” and “Jeremy Hunt (R) Georgia Congressional Candidate.”
98.
As with other appearances, Defendant Hunt was able to spend a significant amount of time
during this appearance discussing his campaign and refer viewers to his website to learn more
about him.
99.
Of course, the purpose of HuntforGeorgia.com is to educate visitors about Defendant
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Hunt’s campaign and to solicit campaign contributions.
100.
An almost unbelievable display of collusion between Defendant Hunt, Defendant Fox
News, and Defendant Kilmeade occurred when Defendant Hunt appeared on Defendant Fox
News’ morning program, FOX & Friends, for an interview with Defendant Kilmeade on Georgia’s
primary election day, May 24, 2022.
101.
The content of that appearance on the morning of election day was clearly a get out the
vote drive for Defendant Hunt, and Defendant Hunt asked voters to please get out to vote.
102.
Moreover, Defendant Kilmeade wished Defendant Hunt good luck in the primary that was
being voted on that very day and good luck in capturing the seat, and he closed his interview with,
“Go get them Jeremy Hunt”, which is nothing less than an endorsement by Defendant Kilmeade,
who is an on-air personality employed by Defendant Fox News. Again, this took place on the
primary election day in Georgia with no chance of equal airtime for any of the other five
Republican candidates in the primary election that day, even if Defendant Fox News would have
been willing to provide, which was highly unlikely based upon a pattern that Defendant Fox News
had not provided such airtime to other candidates in the 2 nd Congressional District of Georgia.
103.
Defendant Hunt appeared as recently as Monday, June 13, 2022, on Defendant Fox News
to discuss the comments of a Democratic lawmaker who suggested over the weekend on another
major news network that a civil war may ensue if Republicans retake the House of Representatives.
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104.
During that appearance, Defendant Hunt actually discussed the details of his runoff with
candidate Chris West in the Second Congressional District. The Fox hosting talent Todd Piro
causes the vote percentage split between Defendant Hunt and candidate Chris West to be
prominently displayed on the screen and calls specific attention to Defendant Hunt’s lead in the
May 24, 2022, primary election. Then specifically offered Defendant Hunt the opportunity to
“gloat” that he will win the runoff on June 21, 2022.
105.
Moreover, Defendant Hunt brags that he is the only candidate to have visited all thirty of
the counties in the district, as well as the endorsements he had collected over candidate Chris West
and Representative Sanford Bishop, which are not true statements.
106.
This appearance on Defendant Fox News, objectively, is nothing short of both infomercials
and telethons about Defendant Hunt’s campaign as well as continuous pleas for Defendant Fox
News’ national audience to go to HuntforGeorgia.com and other Defendant Hunt websites to
contribute to Defendant Hunt’s campaign. (Exhibit 2 is a YouTube Channel link to all fifteen of
Defendant Fox News’ video segments which featured Defendant Hunt.) (Exhibit 3 is a composite
exhibit of the transcripts of each of the fifteen Defendant Fox News’ segments that feature
Defendant Hunt.)
107.
Following each of these appearances on Defendant Fox News, Defendant Hunt raised
substantial sums of money from a broad-based national audience, as evidenced by Defendant Hunt
making remarks on Twitter, and as will also be reflected upon an examination of campaign receipt
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records during discovery.
108.
Despite violating the Equal Time Rule, Defendant Hunt has reported none of those
appearances on Fox News and Fox Business as an in-kind contribution to the Federal Election
Commission.
109.
Again, even if reported by Defendant Hunt, the in-kind benefit from these appearances
would be unlawful.
110.
Additionally, since these in-kind contributions are unlawful, all fruits from the activity
should be considered unlawful funds received due to wire fraud.
111.
Moreover, the program hosts and newscasters on Defendant Fox News routinely wished
Defendant Hunt the best of luck in the campaign, openly stating that they were pulling for him and
hoped that he prevailed. Defendant Kilmeade, the primary orchestrator of engagements by
Defendant Fox News with Defendant Hunt, was one of the most enthusiastic host talent endorsers
of Defendant Hunt. Joining Defendant Kilmeade in “over the top” endorsements of Defendant
Hunt, as can be seen in the video segments, were Fox hosting talent Jesse Watters, Larry Kudlow,
Pete Hegseth, and Todd Piro.
112.
Defendant Fox News’ on-air talent, including Defendant Kilmeade, Jesse Watters, Pete
Hegseth, and Todd Piro, also allowed and encouraged Defendant Hunt to provide viewers with his
campaign website, calling viewers to donate to his campaign.
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113.
Indeed, interestingly, Defendant Hunt has appeared with Defendant Kilmeade several
times, most importantly including Defendant Hunt’s highly orchestrated campaign announcement
on January 13, 2022, and on the critically important primary election day May 24, 2022, get out to
vote campaign appearance.
114.
It is clear that Defendant Hunt and Defendant Kilmeade are primary conspiring actors in
this unlawful enterprise.
115.
Critical to understanding the scheme of the Defendants is that Defendant Hunt develops
his ideas for reasons to appear on Defendant Fox News’ programming, shares those ideas with
Defendant Kilmeade and others employed by Defendant Fox News, and is then allowed to appear
under such false pretenses of a discussion about a news event, only to quickly and easily navigate,
with complicity of the hosting talent, conversations to a discussion of Defendant Hunt’s
Congressional campaign, directing viewers from all across America to his website where they can
contribute to his campaign.
116.
Plaintiffs wrote to Defendant Fox News twice before the primary election complaining of
the network’s violation of the Equal Time Act and belief that the network was making unlawful
contributions in-kind. (Exhibits 4 and 5).
117.
Moreover, Chris West, another candidate running for the same Federal office as Defendant
Hunt, also made objections to Defendant Fox News and a request for Equal Airtime. The request
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of Mr. West was ultimately rejected by Defendant Fox News, despite multiple attempts by the
West Campaign to get on-air time with Defendant Fox News. (Exhibit 6). Additionally, another
of the Congressional candidates running for the same Federal office, Rich Robertson, has stated
that he made a formal request to Defendant Fox News for an interview in early March 2022, and
Defendant Fox News never responded back.
118.
In response to the first of these letters from Plaintiffs dated February 17, 2022, Defendant
Fox News offered Wayne Johnson, a Congressional candidate opposing Defendant Hunt, one
appearance to discuss overall inflation and the student loan crisis.
119.
The appearances by Defendant Hunt on Defendant Fox News abated for a few weeks in
the wake of the first letter from Plaintiffs dated February 17, 2022. However, those appearances
by Defendant Hunt resumed leading up to the primary election, including on May 7, May 12, and
May 24 (Primary Election Day) and are now becoming more frequent in recent days leading up to
the runoff election on June 21, 2022.
120.
At no time during the one appearance on FOX & Friends by Plaintiff Wayne Johnson did
Plaintiff Wayne Johnson or the on-air personality employed by Defendant Fox News ask people
to donate to his campaign.
121.
The national airtime during Defendant Hunt’s fifteen-to-date appearances on Defendant
Fox News would cost more than $2,800,000 (Two Million Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars) to
purchase at a Fox National Prime Time advertising rate of $50,000 per minute. Defendant Fox
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News has provided more than fifty-six (56) minutes of airtime dedicated to segments which
primarily focus on Defendant Hunt and which to a significant extent gives Defendant Hunt a “runof-the-show.”
122.
Moreover, the value of an on-air endorsement by Fox hosting talent is “priceless,” as are
the endorsements of Defendant Hunt orchestrated by Senator Cotton which according to Defendant
Hunt’s website include Tom Cotton, Josh Hawley, Karl Rove, Mike Pompeo, Nikki Haley, Newt
Gingrich, and other Washington, D.C. political celebrities and Washington D.C. based American
Patriots PAC. The extensive access to Defendant Fox News’ program segments by Defendant
Hunt has been symbiotically enabled and benefited by these political celebrities.
123.
Of note and import is that Defendant Hunt is routinely promoted by Senator Cotton,
Defendant Fox News, and by himself and his campaign as being a native of Columbus, Georgia
and thereby Georgia’s Second Congressional District.
124.
That statement is entirely untrue.
125.
Defendant Hunt grew up in the metro-Atlanta, Georgia region.
126.
Prior to moving to Columbus, Georgia to run for Congress, Defendant Hunt never resided
in Columbus, Georgia.
127.
Defendant Hunt was on a temporary duty assignment to Fort Benning for Airborne Jump
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School for a three-week period early in his career with the U.S. Army.
128.
In fact, Defendant Hunt’s own announcement of his own candidacy was entitled
“Columbus Army Veteran to Run for Congress.”

129.
Defendant Hunt now maintains an apartment in Columbus, Georgia, while he is a full-time
law student at Yale Law School. Defendant Hunt also has an apartment registered in his name in
New Haven, Connecticut.
130.
The significant national exposure being provided to Defendant Hunt and other Veterans to
Victory candidates selected by Senator Cotton by Defendant Fox News is provided free of charge
to these Senator Cotton-selected-candidates. This is being provided without affording any equal
airtime to opponents of these Senator Cotton-selected-candidates. Thus, creating significant
unlawful contributions in-kind.
131.
Critically, Defendant Hunt has not properly disclosed, declared, or reported the
appearances to the Federal Election Commission as in-kind donation by Defendant Fox News.
132.
Veterans to Victory is acting as a PAC but is not registered as a PAC.
133.
Through its significant in-kind donations of national airtime to Defendant Hunt, Defendant
Fox News is effectively acting as an PAC. Yet, it is acting as a PAC in direct coordination with
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candidate Defendant Hunt.
134.
Defendant Fox News is not registered to operate as a PAC and should not lawfully operate
as a PAC as a result. Defendant Fox News is considered to be a cable/broadcast news organization.
135.
Defendant Kilmeade, who is employed or contracted by Defendant Fox News, colludes
with Defendant Hunt in coordinating Defendant Hunt’s appearances on the Fox News network.
These appearances by Defendant almost always turn into telethons and infomercials for Defendant
Hunt’s campaign.
136.
On May 24, 2022, Defendant Hunt was one of the top two vote-getting Republican
candidates in the Georgia primary election for the Republican candidacy for the Second
Congressional District of Georgia. It is believed that the extraordinary amount of unlawful free
airtime received by Defendant Hunt contributed greatly to Defendant Hunt’s success in the
Republican primary.
137.
Measured in terms of winning an election, the collusive and conspiring activities and
actions by Defendant Hunt, Defendant Fox News, Defendant Kilmeade, and Senator Tom Cotton
seem to have been successful in bolstering Defendant Hunt to a position of becoming a run-off
candidate for the U.S. Congressional Republican nomination.
138.
This common scheme designed and set in motion by Senator Cotton with the full
complicity of Defendant Hunt, Defendant Fox News, and Defendant Kilmeade has deprived
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Georgia’s voters of meaningful participation in their recent Congressional Republican election
given the DC tricks employed to mask the involvement of the DC establishment in Defendant
Hunt’s candidacy.
139.
Moreover, this common scheme and the efforts to get Defendant Hunt elected pose a grave
threat to election integrity in Georgia. A fundamental element of election integrity relates to
candidate integrity, candidate selection transparency, non-fraudulent communications by
candidates in their campaigns, along with complying with State and Federal election and campaign
laws.
COUNT I:
RICO
(18 U.S.C. § 1962(C))
140.
Plaintiffs incorporate each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 1 through 139 of
this Verified Complaint, by reference in its entirety as if fully restated herein.
141.
This Count is against all of the Defendants.
142.
Defendants Hunt, Fox News, and Kilmeade are engaged in an unlawful enterprise whose
activities affect interstate commerce.
143.
Based on the nature of the activities and engagement by the Defendants, the Defendants
are employed by or associated with a multifaceted unlawful enterprise.
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144.
The Defendants agreed to, conducted, and participated in the conduct of the enterprise’s
affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity and for the unlawful purpose of intentionally
defrauding Plaintiffs and the voters of the 2nd Congressional District of Georgia. Specifically:
(a) Defendant Fox News continues to act in violation of the Equal Time Act;
(b) Defendant Hunt continues to violate the Federal Election Commission regulations and
Federal law by failing to properly report the in-kind contributions of Defendant Fox
News, which are spearheaded and arranged by Defendant Kilmeade;
(c) Defendant Fox News continues to violate Federal law by making such significant inkind contributions without registering as a Political Action Committee;
(d) Alternatively, if Defendant Fox News wishes not to register as a Political Action
Committee, Defendant Fox News’ in-kind contributions exceed those permitted under
Federal law;
(e) Defendant Hunt utilizes such significant and valuable national airtime to raise
significant funds for his campaign for Congress;
(f) These actions in perpetration of this common scheme to raise funds for Defendant
Hunt’s campaign violate Federal Campaign Finance laws and constitute criminal acts
as a result;
(g) Defendants use their national airwaves and national cable as well as republishing the
interviews and appearances of Defendant Hunt online to broadcast this content;
(h) Defendants’ actions constitute Mail Fraud under Federal law; and,
(i) Defendants’ actions constitute Wire Fraud under Federal law.
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145.
Pursuant to and in furtherance of their fraudulent scheme, Defendants committed multiple
related acts of Mail and Wire Fraud.
146.
The acts set forth above constitute a pattern of racketeering activity pursuant to 18 U.S.C.
§ 1961(5).
147.
The Defendants have directly and indirectly conducted and participated in the conduct of
the enterprise’s affairs through the pattern of racketeering and activity described above, in
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c).
148.
As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ racketeering activities and violations
of 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c), Plaintiffs have been injured in their business and property in that: Georgia’s
voters have been defrauded and deprived of their ability to knowledgeably cast their votes; the
knowledge of how the candidates were selected and the moneys contributed to Senator Cotton as
part of the scheme; and Plaintiffs specifically were harmed by the deprivation of equal access to
Defendant Fox News after Defendant Hunt secured the necessary appearances for Defendant Hunt
with Defendant Kilmeade and other Fox program segments at the expense of all other candidates
in Georgia’s Second Congressional District.
149.
Plaintiffs request that this Court enter judgment against the Defendants as to Count I as
follows: (1) an award equaling the fair market value of the air time provided to Defendant Hunt;
(2) an award equaling the contributions made to Defendant Hunt that can be directly tied to
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donations made as a result of this nefarious scheme; (3) treble damages; and (4) and award of
attorney’s fees and costs of litigation.
COUNT II:
GEORGIA RICO
(O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6, et al.)
150.
Plaintiffs incorporate each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 1 through 139 of
this Verified Complaint, by reference in its entirety as if fully restated herein.
151.
O.C.G.A. § 16-14-4 provides that it is unlawful for any person, through a pattern of
racketeering activity or proceeds therefrom, to acquire or maintain, directly or indirectly, any
interest in or control of any enterprise, real property, or personal property of any nature, including
money.
152.
Under the laws of the State of Georgia, Defendants have engaged in an artifice, scheme
and/or pattern of racketeering activity in which they have acquired personal property, i.e., money
and personal property interests of Plaintiffs.
153.
The Defendants have engaged in a “pattern of racketeering activity” by engaging in at least
two predicate acts as defined in O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3 (8)(A).
154.
Specifically, as described above, Defendants have committed at least two of the following
acts as defined by O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3(9)(A) and set forth by O.C.G.A. § 16-14-3 (9)(xxix):
(1) Mail Fraud - 18 USC § 1341;
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(2) Wire Fraud - 18 USC § 1343; and,
(3) Racketeering Activity - 18 USC § 1952.
155.
In accordance with O.C.G.A. § 16-14-6(c), Plaintiffs are entitled to three times the actual
damages Defendants have caused by reason of their unlawful activity. Additionally, Plaintiffs are
entitled to receive their reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs for bringing this civil RICO count.
156.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs Wayne Johnson for Congress, Inc. and Wayne Johnson pray for
the following relief:
1)

That summons and process be issued and Defendants be served as provided by law;

2)

That all costs be cast upon Defendants and reasonable attorney’s fees be awarded
in favor of Plaintiffs and cast against Defendants;

3)

That judgment be entered in favor of Plaintiffs and against Defendants on Count I
in an amount to be determined at trial including actual damages, treble damages,
and attorney’s fees;

4)

That judgment be entered in favor of Plaintiffs and against Defendants on Count II
in an amount to be determined at trial including actual damages, treble damages,
and attorney’s fees;

5)

For such other and further relief as the Court shall deem just and proper.

[Signatures follow on next page.]
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Respectfully submitted, this 16th day of June, 2022.

COOPER, BARTON & COOPER, LLP
170 College Street
Macon, Georgia 31201
(478) 841-9007 telephone
(478) 841-9002 facsimile
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_________________________
M. DEVLIN COOPER
Georgia Bar No. 142447
KENNETH E. BARTON III
Georgia Bar No. 301171
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Wayne Johnson for Congress, Inc. and
Wayne Johnson
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Fox & Friends – Brian Kilmeade – Jeremy Hunt is running for Congress

Brian Kilmeade 0:02
So you've seen Jeremy on the channel quite often. You also know he's a West Point grads who's well,
you know, military things, too. But Jeremy has got a big announcement and here's a tease of that
announcement and a little bit of your first ad. Listen.

Jeremy Hunt 0:17
GA is at a turning point. The left is trying to redefine what it means to be an American. They hate what
makes America exceptional.

Brian Kilmeade 0:26
So you are going to be running for congressional seat in your home state of Georgia. What went into
that decision?

Jeremy Hunt 0:34
That's right. I'm so excited. To announce here on Fox, I'm running for Congress back in my home state of
Georgia and Georgia district two. And we're just so excited. If you want to help us out. Please go to
Jeremy for georgia.com. And yes for us. I mean, this campaign really was about preserving the American
dream for my daughter and families like ours just around the state. This is really important to us. And
you're like I mean, as I mentioned before, inflation at the highest rate in 40 years, the grocery store
shelves are empty. Gas prices are ridiculous. I just had to pump gas was getting here this morning and
it's insane the price that we're paying, and so our families are basically paying the price to live in Joe
Biden's America. And this is this is the problem. So I'm running to give our community a voice. And I'm
really excited. You know, for me, this country. I've talked about this on Fox many times before, this
country has given me a lot of opportunities. And so I do not want to see I refuse to surrender our
country to people who do not treasure what we have here.

Transcribed by https://otter.ai

Fox & Friends – Peter Doucy – Jeremy Hunt – Biden Sending Troups to Ukraine

Peter Doucy 0:05
Fox news alert more on our top story President Biden is considering apparently sending 1000s of troops
to Eastern Europe as Russia appears poised to invade Ukraine. The State Department warning Americans
not to travel there, while ordering families of embassy staff to evacuate. Our next guest was deployed in
Ukraine and training Ukrainian armed forces for the threat they now face. Georgia Republican
congressional candidate Jeremy Hunt joins us from Atlanta Jeremy. Good morning. Morning. Well, this is
a mess.

Jeremy Hunt 0:39
It is indeed having a heavy look at but first, let me just start by saying I had the honor of serving with just
incredible Ukrainian soldiers back in 2016. When I was deployed there, we were training them
specifically on NATO doctrine and for that and really for the fight that they're now facing on their
eastern border, that they love their country. Many of them have lost so many loved ones 12 13,000 lives
lost. They are on the eastern border over the last several years. And so they are going to stand there in a
fight and our role as their allies to make sure they have the resources that they need to defend
themselves against Putin and hopefully to send a message and make Putin pay for for invading for
invading their country, if that's what he chooses to do.

Well, and the news this morning is Joe Biden might he might be considering sending 5000 could be
tenfold could be 50,000 is vague about that. But Britain's already got the 100,000 men and women at
the border about to come over. Jeremy you know, he's a strong man. And for him to back down that
would make him look weak. He doesn't want to look weak.

That's right. So it always trying to capitalize on the weakness. And so one thing that we've seen
unfortunately over the last year in the Biden administration is complete weakness out of the White
House. I mean, it used to be that they would send email these strongly worded letters. Well now it's
even worse now. They're sent like strongly worded tweets. I mean, literally social media, hashtag
diplomacy. It's a complete embarrassment, when we saw the debacle on the debacle in Afghanistan,
and now we see such instability in Eastern Europe as well. And a lot of that is a result of Biden's
weakness. But But let me be clear, you're going to hear a lot from the next couple of weeks as as this
kind of unfold. You're going to hear a lot from different kinds of wings of of people how to approach this
problem, you're gonna have the war hawks, they're gonna say, well, we put the boots on the ground
everywhere. And you know, this is why we have to have involved in all these countries around the globe
and spread ourselves thin and then have these kind of forever wars. But then you're also gonna have
some on the other side on or be more isolationist and they're gonna say, well, we just need to kind of
completely remove ourselves. And just focus America first and not have anything to do with the rest of
the world and advocate our role and on the global stage. Both of those camps are wrong. Believe it or

not, it is possible for us to put America first for us to deter aggression around the globe through our
strength, and for us to reassure our allies. It's possible for us to do all of that without having to choose
this kind of false dichotomy between those two terrible options. And but it takes competent leadership.
And that's the problem is that we have such incompetent leadership coming out of the White House,
that they can't make the types of decisions that keep us safe. And that's one of the reasons why I'm
running now. I started wanting to as a as an Army officer, but now we're running to serve in Congress,
and that's winning serious leadership back in Washington DC.

Well, you know, because Jeremy, Joe Biden gave them the green light to do the Nord Stream to and that
helps flip let's just a gusher of cash and then last year, when the Russian ransomware hackers took down
the Colonial Pipeline, the president said no, if you ever do that, again, there will be severe
consequences. They did it the next day. They just didn't take down another pipeline. So it's kind of like
Putin is looking at, you know, I can get away with anything with this guy.

That's right. That's right. There's never any kind of repercussions for any of the actions that he's taken.
And if you look at Nordstrom to in particular, what they're trying to do is hold your hostage and to be
completely dependent on energy from him, which is why they will bring it back home to us. This is why
we have to stay energy independent here in the United States. We can't go along with these kinds of
fanciful green and deal ideas, because ultimately, it'll make us dependent on Russia and and our
adversaries for our energy. So we have to make sure we stay on target focus on what's best for our
country.

Peter Doucy 4:24
Thank you for and that's why you're running for Congress.

Jeremy Hunt 4:26
right Jeremy? For georgia.com. All right. Thank you, sir.

Peter Doucy 4:30
Thank you.
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Jeremy Hunt – January 25, 2022 – Ukraine calling for citizens to take up arms
Ingram Angle – Laura Ingram

Laura Engrams 0:04
They're calling for all citizens to take up arms. They promising to provide weapons to those who will but
my next guest was deployed in Ukraine and is speaking to citizens on the ground here. Joining me now is
Jeremy Hunter, former army captain and congressional candidate, Georgia. Jeremy, the spirit of the
Russian man who were willing to take up arms seems very strong. However, they are outnumbered they
are outgunned. And they're being slowly but surely surrounded.

Jeremy Hunt 0:36
by Ukrainian friends, I have texted some of them and what they're saying is, look, we trust the word of
God and we are going to fight for our country. But that's the kind of messaging we've been sending me
and it's inspiring. These these are folks who wants freedom so badly are willing to give their life for it.
And they are literally taking the arms and sending in all sorts of territorial defenses to civilians, and
specifically Ukrainian men standing up and defending their families defending their homeland. This is
totally different from even the situation we saw in Afghanistan earlier. We saw the images, running
trying to flip the country and hop on the planes out Ukrainian folks are standing strong. We saw some
stories today of folks saying, you could take my life but you're not going to take my home. And it was
just incredible. And so I always my wife and I just been praying for the people of Ukraine, all of our
friends there who are literally giving their lives for their country

Laura Engrams 1:27
at the same time the Biden administration has sent a small amount of troops to the region. President
Biden has been very clear. We will not fight Russia in Ukraine. But we will fight for every inch of NATO
territory. Jeremy at the same time, we have seen the clear reluctance on the part of our European
partners as they're called to really squeeze Russia if they're threatened by Russia. They really feel
threatened by Russia. They're sure willing to give Russia billions of dollars to fund its military through
energy and other financial instruments.

Jeremy Hunt 2:04
That's right. That's right. I mean, it's really a cautionary tale for here and for us here at home. I mean, we
have to stay energy independent or else we will be like Germany, dependent on rational world
dependent on them for for for fuel and for gas. And so I call him on the Biden nutrition right now. Lift all
of these ridiculous energy restrictions and reopen the Keystone pipeline. And it is right now even
America. I'm running for Congress here in southwest Georgia. And there are folks in my district right
now. We're going to pay you pay 456 dollars, a buck a gallon for gas in some of this. We could actually

eat some of that and buyer national lead to some of these particular sections, especially from the
analysts even for myself. Once the running for office here, the Green Deal and all these kinds of
ridiculous ideas. This should be the last nail in the coffin for the green New Deal. We see what happens
when we are not energy independent. I

Laura Engrams 2:58
can have a quick question. I have a really quick question. In all honesty, though, are your constituents
potential constituents more concerned about enforcing Ukraine's border or having us enforce our
border at home?

Jeremy Hunt 3:13
Well, my constituents are saying I'm talking to folks from the district what they're saying is this. We want
that we want a country that has a strong military strong borders, and we want every one of the people
leadership and DC that actually stands up for us and actually, Project strength. The reason why we got
here is because Biden to either our adversaries across the globe have seen Biden's weakness all year.
They saw half

Laura Engrams 3:36
you want to toil away. We gotta go. We gotta go Jeremy. But a week America begins a chaotic,
dangerous world and that's what we're saying. Place our peace through strength.
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Jeremy Hunt – February 27, 2022 – Biden Struggles to Handle Global Pressure
Fox & Friends First – Carley Shimkus – Todd Piro

Todd Piro 0:05
President Biden struggling to keep foreign adversaries in check as he faces pressure in not one but funds
across the globe

Carley Shimkus 0:12
here react Jeremy Hunt US congressional candidate, Georgia and former US Army captain who was
deployed to Ukraine. Jeremy, our adversaries are very active right now just look at this North Korea just
launched its fifth missile test this month. Obviously Russian President Vladimir Putin threatening to
invade Ukraine. Over to a rod wrong back militia recently attacked a US base in Abu Dhabi. And then
China is always a lingering threat, flying dozens of war planes near Taiwan that is consistently
happening. So why is all of this happening all at once and what does it mean for the safety of our
country?

Jeremy Hunt 0:51
Yeah, I mean, I think a lot of people couldn't get all the instability around the globe. We see what's going
on China, Russia, and Iran and North Korea, as mentioned, and a lot of what's the kind of common
theme here and here's the bottom line and kind of some of the problems of our adversaries are looking
at our Commander in Chief July, and they don't fear a meal anymore. And that is very dangerous.
Because prior to this point, American military strike has always determined our episodes abroad. But
now how Joe Biden from day one of his presidency, he made it clear that his number one priority, would
be strengthening the military or anything like that. No, it's number one priority was going to be ongoing
these witch hunts for white supremacy in the military. I mean, it makes no sense why all these are just
misaligned today. Why? And that's why we have to get down to what's going off in this military can
make this kind of kowtowing to the progressive agenda. And so we have to be accountability. So that's
one of the reasons why I'm running for Congress now. Is that when Republicans are in are in the house,
we're going to have audits we're gonna see what is going on out a lot of military families, my district,
we're gonna get to answers while we're there billions of dollars less than Afghanistan. In Afghanistan,
what happened with Biden ministration Superman under this way, some serious questions, we're gonna
get to the bottom of it.

Todd Piro 2:16
Jeremy. What I can't wrap my head around is why didn't we see this coming? What did the Biden
administration think was gonna happen? By focusing the military on me and not workers?

Jeremy Hunt 2:28
That's exactly right. And you just think there's just the worst thing you could do is become complacent.
And that's losing the vital construction leaders. Oh, you know, we were we've been so strong so long.
You know, we were we had a strong military for all these years. So we're about to just kind of change
our priorities and things have just felt fundamentally bad. But we're not going to be also done in the
NDAA, the National Defense Authorization Act. And so what that what that did is it also cut funding for
the military as well. And so it's misalignment and this is why we need members of Congress who are
willing to stand up fight for our military. And so that's why we're running out of steam here. Specifically
an area that Fort Benning Robins Air Force base here in south Georgia, and we're gonna see because
people want to finally happen serious military, and seriously, there's a Washington so I would love if you
would join me can go to hunt for ga.com If you want to join our campaign, and then come join us and
see how we're going to turn this thing around.

Todd Piro 3:25
You are running in an absolutely fascinating district military, Queens D right now. We'll see how long
that lasts. Jeremy Hunt. We appreciate your time this morning. Thank you, sir.
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Jeremy Hunt – February 7, 2022 – Stacey Abrams Unmasked at School
Fox & Friends – Brian Kilmeade

Brian Kilmeade 0:01
Another high profile Democrat called out for flouting COVID rules this time and Stacey Abrams pictured
maskless in this now tweeted photos surrounded by mass little children in Atlanta unbelievable. Our
next guest says voters are sick of the hypocrisy. Republican candidate congressional candidate in
Georgia joins us now. So, Jeremy, what about that picture? And what about the lack of understanding
how bad that looks?

Jeremy Hunt 0:27
Yeah. It's really amazing. It doesn't matter if you are Republican or Democratic parents are pissed off at
the COVID hypocrisy. I mean, as we're campaigning for Congress and going around the district here, and
parents are telling me they're sick of the mask mandates. I mean, even that's me. I'm a father of a two
year old little girl. I'm super the mascot. My daughter was going to the airport, the ballroom airplane
these days. I mean, it's got out of control, and it's funny, also my first lesson, the only thing that my
daughter's life that's trapped and oppressed in America are these massive repeats. I mean, so it's
absolutely insane. And but I think you I think this November, voters are going to show up to the polls
and send it loud and clear message and regret party that they have completely missed it. Right. They do

Brian Kilmeade 1:12
blue missing Eric Adams twice who's called like, that was the Jamaal Bowman same thing. We see it with
the mayor at Los Angeles see the governor of California we see with the mayor we see with the mayor
of San Francisco but here's what Laurie gross says spokesperson for Stacey Abrams says Stacy trust
science and supports masking in schools. As the current CDC recommendation she wore a mask to the
event and removed it at the podium. So she can be heard by students watching remotely and for
photos, but only with folks who were masked. I mean, it's just a farcical statement, but we'll move on.
Jeremy we know that you were deployed to train now Ukrainian forces, the White House now warning
Russia could invade Ukraine any day now soon, probably after the Olympics credibly hard enough for
them to roll forward. They got 70% of their forces in place according to our intelligence operations. Do
you think we're handling this the right way by setting 3000 troops into the region?

Jeremy Hunt 2:06
I think it's insane that the President is sending troops closer to the combat, but it's just months after he
himself advocated to cut defense spending and to cut the military this year. So it's just amazing to me
that it's in our soldiers closer with less with less resources and honestly don't know how we got right. By
it is kind of ad hoc. They get up as you go along foreign policy has led to instability around the globe. If

we had a president who put America first and strengthened our military here at home, we wouldn't see
these types of issues. And so that's one of the reasons why I'm running for Congress is to get
accountability on these things. And so if you want to join me, you can go to Hartford, ga.com. Join us
and unless they get stuck holding something

Brian Kilmeade 2:54
I just don't see Ukrainians with guns knowing that we could get them guns, and they obviously don't
have enough and we they want to fight for themselves. And so they're asking for, give them the army to
fight for themselves. They should be not saying they're playing war, they should be able to fight a war.
Or Jeremy best of luck in your quest. Thank you. Thank you. All right. I can turn anyone into a beach bar
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Fox Business with Kudlow – Jeremy Hunt Black History Month
Kudlow 0:07
So this is Black History Month. But the question I'm asking is why is the woke left trying to cancel
accurate, comprehensive black history? Joining me now is Jeremy Hunt a candidate for Georgia's second
congressional district. Jeremy, welcome to the show. You know, I'm going back a year. But you wrote
you wrote this piece a year ago for Black History Month, but it's a timeless piece. You know, the
canceled culture grab, they don't want to mention your Justice Clarence. Thomas is a brilliant jurist.
Okay. They don't mention Condoleezza Rice. They don't mention Senator Tim Scott, who really is a
leading free market supply side Growth Guy. They barely mentioned Abraham Lincoln's I'm going to try
to blow blame. Blow Lincoln away. They don't mention Frederick Douglass. They don't mention Booker T
Washington. All they want to do is mentioned you know slavery reparations, they hate America. We're
all systemic racist. How can you you know what's wrong with this Jeremy? I mean, goodness.

Jeremy Hunt 1:03
And it's amazing. Never before have we seen black history reduced down to just a few cherry pick
leaders, but honestly, if you look throughout black history, there's always been a robust debate and
different ideas about how to move forward. And so especially as me as running on a black conservative,
I mean, we're running this race and we're reaching people who are saying who agree with the
conservative message on so many different issues, who believe in free markets who believe in limited
government, who believe in the in the promise of America, and that's what we're running is to preserve
the American dream. I'm not the first black conservative in history. There have been many that gone
before us, we should amplify their voices to this.

Kudlow 1:41
Yeah, you know, can I just pause a moment on the Clarence Thomas point because he just take so much
flak He's almost like a non person. But it turns out that at least some fair people, you look at Justice
Thomas's decisions and statements, his turns out to be a pretty brilliant guy, and a very brilliant
constitutional scholar, and he never gets credit for that.

Jeremy Hunt 2:10
That's right. I mean, he is he's one of those principal jurists that we have on the court, and he's someone
that I've looked up to, for a long time had an opportunity to spend time with them. He's a hero, and he's
actually from South Georgia. It's I'm I'm a huge fan of his and it's just sad to go to like Bernie, go to
African American History Museum. He's got a very small little part where foreign nation second African
American Supreme Court Justice, and I think it's ridiculous, but if you talk to him, he would never
complain about it because he's focused on doing his job and serving and defending the Constitution.
And that's exactly why I'm running here as I was first in the army, certainly graduated from West Point
and served as a captain in the United States Army, defending the Constitution and read simply the same

exact thing in the halls of Congress. It's about defending our constitutional liberties, rolling back the the
size of government so that the people in our community have an opportunity to flourish.

Kudlow 3:00
That's a great message Jeremy had, you know, you mentioned Abe Lincoln and book and Frederick
Douglass, by the way brought you I'm sure you read Brian Kilmeade book on the two it's a fabulous
book. You know, one was go slower, one was go faster, but they were both moving the freedom
message to end slavery along and the other one you mentioned is Booker T. Washington. That's so
interesting. He was the founder of Tuskegee if I'm not mistaken, Tuskegee college rather. But you know
what, he's almost lost to history. In other words, that African American political class never really talks
about Booker T. Washington.

Jeremy Hunt 3:36
There's so much nuance. If you look at black history and the nuance between Booker T Washington and
what's kind of differences that he had with WB Dubois and you look at it throughout history, there's
always been this kind of nuanced debates and discussions about how to move forward. Only now is it
now off limits to have any nuanced ideas about the future and about what's best for for our country and
and how our community can succeed. So it's amazing. So we have to get past that we have to get past
just the Republican Democrat labels and be able to talk about the issues because when we talk about
the issues that we engage in the issues, you can see that we we honestly are on the same on the same
path on a lot of different things and talk to voters as we're going throughout the district. We're on the
same exact path on a lot of these different issues. It's just a matter of cutting through the noise cutting
through the elite progressive, you know, ridiculous statements out there and just talking about what
really matters.

Kudlow 4:24
Yeah, it's a terrific message. Jeremy, I hope you do fabulously well and your race you know, another
segment we'll have you in our talk we get Senator Tim Scott has become a hero of mine, because of his
messages. You know, he's the ultimate optimist, free market economic opportunity. Get, you know,
taxes and regulation. I mean, and and black leadership doesn't like him, right. They don't like him.
Because he's not a welfare guy. He's not a welfare guy.

Jeremy Hunt 4:50
Because you don't see. Yeah, if you don't say exactly what they want you to say then you're not you're
not accepted in the circles but we're pushing back against that and I'd love you to join us if you go to
hunt for ga.com Hu MC hunt for ga.com and join us we're going to find about fight back and we're going
to save our country.

Kudlow 5:06
There you go. Great. Stop, Jeremy. Take care. Thanks for him.

Transcribed by https://otter.ai

Fox & Friends – Pete Hegeseth – Jeremy Hunt – Carley Shimkus – Will Cain – Ukraine – Biden will Not
Save Americans left behind in Ukraine
Carley Shimkus 0:02
Jeremy Hunt US congressional candidate West Point graduate. He's also been deployed to Ukraine to
train forces there. Jeremy, good morning to want to start off with your current assessment of the
situation. It feels like an invasion is eminent although the Biden administration says that they don't think
that Vladimir Putin has made up his mind yet on what he wants to do. So where does that leave us?

Jeremy Hunt 0:24
Unfortunately, unfortunately, it looks like a war is on the way on the border of Ukraine. All the
intelligence estimates seem to point that way. We've seen the news and so one of the issues though,
that we're going to see is a humanitarian crisis and the issue of how are we actually going to get
Americans out of the country? And as we saw in Afghanistan, the Biden administration will leave
Americans behind and then they they showed us that in Afghanistan, and so they've given us no reason
to believe or have confidence that the same thing would not happen. And so I'm urging all Americans to
get out of the country as quickly as you can because the Biden administration will not save you. And
that's clearly been the message that they've sent. And, you know, it's this whole thing that's it's amazing
how we got here. I mean, just the Biden administration, from day one has projected such a weakness
from the White House, that Russia no longer fears us, they no longer respect us around the globe. And
that's that's honestly how we got here in the first place. So its entire situation has been a complete mess
and unfortunately, we have the White House

Pete Hegseth 1:30
to blame. You know, Jeremy, it's interesting. We read it in your bio on the way in you've been involved
in helping to train Ukrainian forces in the past. What what capacity do you believe they have with a full
on onslaught from the Russian military? Presumably that was years ago. And they've received more
equipment and training since but what's your sense of the will of Ukrainians to fight in their capabilities?

Jeremy Hunt 1:54
Ukrainians will fight. They love their country. They are very proud to be Ukrainian. And I'm telling you
right now, there are men and women in the graveyard now that are willing to give everything for their
country. And that's something that's that's incredibly special in here, United States, our jobs would be
continued to give them the resources that they need to fight to defend themselves. But it is also a
cautionary tale for us here. We have to we have to secure our own borders and we also have to restore
our own country, and we need to be proud of the American proud to lay down our lives for our country,
because in Ukraine, that's what they're willing to do for theirs. But here in the United States, we have
our military leaders telling us about how evil our senior officials in the Administration are telling our
soldiers on well there is and if you remember the Biden administration spent the better part of last year

saying that our American military is full of white supremacists and racists and demoralizing our troops.
So Biden's strategy up to this point has been demoralized and then deployed to demoralize them it
lowered morale on trips and then deploys them to pull them closer to closer to the axon. And so now, I
mean, the military community here, my district and right outside of Fort Benning, people are upset
about this. I mean, it's time for Biden to actually come up with some comments and foreign policy. And
so that's one of the reasons why I'm running for Congress is to turn the time actually asked the tough
questions, and have some heroes Congress to see what's going on. And so please feel free to join us you
can watch at hunt for ga.com We're gonna get some answers for this.

Will Cain 3:28
demoralizing deploy weakness invites these types of moments in history, that kind of criticism you're
offering this morning Jeremy is not been received. With an open mind. It's been received with some bit
of defensiveness from the Biden administration. Take a listen to Jackie Heinrich pressing Jen Psaki on the
Biden foreign policy approach.

FoxNews Journalist 3:48
President has frequently talked about getting out of Afghanistan as a major event. Is has impacted his
polling. This isn't a current event that is underway. The question is, what does the administration say to
critics who are looking at these two events and questioning his administration's foreign policy
approach?

Pstaki 4:07
Who was questioning us giving plenty of Republicans like

Unknown Speaker 4:11
I could name off any number of Republicans?

Pstaki 4:13
I love to know named

Unknown Speaker 4:16
Mitch McConnell? Okay,

Pstaki 4:19
well, here's what I would say to Mr. McConnell. The President ended a 20 year war in Afghanistan, a war
that had cost us 1000s of American lives. billions, trillions of dollars. This is entirely different, because
we are not ending a 20 year war. We are trying to prevent war here.

Unknown Speaker 4:37
Instead of McConnell let's just put in Jeremy Hunt. There your message to Jeremy

Jeremy Hunt 4:43
it's absolutely amazing. I mean, what they're trying to do, they're hoping that the American people have
a short memory and that somehow we've forgotten how we moralize our military and drop morale, but
it's White's vs. witch hunts earlier this year, that we forget what happened in Afghanistan, about the
Americans that were left behind and they're saying that you should trust us and believe us, we're going
to help what we have planned the American people are not stupid, we can see right? And we're we're
here. We're gonna ask tough questions. And we are out here actually advocating for our American
troops because the Biden administration will not

Pete Hegseth 5:18
absolutely not. Jeremy Hunt thanks for your insight and your service to our country. And I know you
want another chapter that service as well. And we wish you well. Jeremy, thank you so much.

Transcribed by https://otter.ai

Jeremy Hunt – February 16, 2022 – Biden Diplomacy with Russia – Ukraine
Fox & Friends – Brian Kilmeade

President Biden 0:04
The paths are still open for the sake of historic responsibility, rushing the United States share for global
stability for the sake of our common future to choose his diplomacy. But let there be no doubt if Russia
commenced his greets by invading Ukraine, responsible nations around the world will not hesitate to
respond.

Brian Kilmeade 0:32
Oh, let's hope as the world waits for Russia to make its next move, President Biden is making a play with
Vladimir Putin to take the route of diplomacy on the Ukraine while sending more troops to the region.
Our next guest train Ukrainian armed forces for the threat they face right now congressional candidate
Jeremy. Jeremy, I know you don't know exactly what the Ukrainians have, but are you convinced they
have everything that they need to put up a defense?

Jeremy Hunt 0:57
Yeah, we know that over the last several months we've been supplying them with the anti tank anti
aircraft weaponry to defend themselves against the fact that but you know, the thing is that we have
been kind of closer to the intelligence to get exactly how many how many resources that they have. But
but but I can tell you this. I mean, we had to look at how we got here. I mean, look at Joe Biden has now
in comparison to the rest of the world. It's such an unstable position, because he's he's weakened our
military combat here at home. And it's just it's amazing to me that all this talk with, with President
Trump being a student of Putin, and Republicans are colluding with the Russians. But it's interesting that
the Putin only feels comfortable invading places when Democrats are in charge. And I've noticed that if
you look at what the administration and now when the Crimea and then now and the Biden ministration
it's interesting to me that this only seems to happen when Democrats are in charge.

Brian Kilmeade 1:50
Yeah, I didn't know as they did take Georgia when Condoleezza Rice was Secretary of State George W.
Bush, was president but they wanted to that incursion they were starkly rebuked, and that was the
beginning of this type behavior. Couple other things. They say we're gonna have swift and unified
sanctions slapped on Russia slammed right at him very hard. However, when pressed political rates
today that we might not be on the same page, especially Germany and Hungary. Do not really into the
spring sanctions. The German chancellor was there yesterday. Does that worry you?

Jeremy Hunt 2:23
Yeah, well, the problem is that Germany has become so dependent on Russia now for energy. I mean,
they have basically gotten themselves more true to themselves so dependent, and that's, by the way, a
huge cautionary tale for us here back at home about why we have to be energy independent. We can't
do this crazy Green New Deal stuff, and then be in a position where we're dependent on Russia for oil.
So that's why you see kind of a lot of the softness in certain countries in Europe right now. And so we
have to be tough, whatever. I mean, it's just it's amazing to me, right, but Biden now has lost and lost
yet are flitting around the globe. I mean, so we'd have to be able to stand up and be strong and have
something better than just you know, harshly worded letters to

Brian Kilmeade 3:02
Jeremy if they go in, I would say that but if he was able to hold out he could would still he could restore
some of that standing. That's what's at stake his entire presidency, and of course, Eastern Europe. Real
quick. This is an important time. The press has an important job. Watch President Biden after that 1030
response yesterday. Listen to what he didn't said.

Unknown Speaker 3:25
Thank you, keep you informed.

Brian Kilmeade 3:38
Find it unbelievably frustrating, especially if you know the topic. You're welcome those questions.
What's he worried about?

Jeremy Hunt 3:47
Oh, all of his handlers are trying to rush him off the stage because they see just how weak he looks. This
entire time. But just how embarrassing. It is his record. I think about this. Jimmy Carter lost the Embassy
in Tehran right. Decades ago, and that was like the end of his presidency. Joe Biden has not lost two
embassies in seven months. He lost them our American Embassy in Kabul, and he's now lost our
Embassy in Kyiv. So this is actually insane. So one of the reasons why I'm running for Congress is to
restore actual fresh leadership back to Washington, to what's happened. So I'd love if you joined us from
georgia.com.

Brian Kilmeade 4:23
All right, Congressman, if you get if you become congressman, and I hope you're on the Armed Services
Committee with your background. Thanks so much, Switzer, network, join it. To 16
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Jeremy Hunt – February 27, 2022 – Ukraine Citizens – Take Up Arms
Fox & Friends First – Carley Shimkus – Todd Piro - Jeremy Hunt – Ukraine - Russia

Todd Piro 0:03
Joining us to talk about Russia response Jeremy Hunt US congressional candidate and Army veteran.
Jeremy, great to have you. Carly mentioned the financial aspect. Mike Tobin had a very interesting thing
that he referenced in the beginning of his piece. It was this request by the Ukraine foreign minister.
Basically it seemed to Carley and me like he was asking people from around the country to come to
Ukraine take up arms to help them out. Is that something that is really even possible with the rules that
we have in regarding NATO and all the other rules of engagement that are throughout our military?

Jeremy Hunt 0:41
Yeah, and it will certainly be difficult. Certainly our own US military guys will probably not be able to
participate in that but around the world, we're getting guys that people are all coming together and
standing up to I mean, this is what did not even anticipate the type of resolve coming out of Ukraine and
the world, international community coming together and saying that this is enough. I am just so pleased
with it with the level of resistance coming out of the ground when I was there. I was there in 2016
training of the Ukrainian Armed Forces, specifically their intelligence systems. And what I'm seeing now
is that the force for freedom is so clear and so palpable in that country, they will stop it and nothing
literally get in their lives for their country for their homeland. And I think the entire world is seeing that
now and my wife and I we are just we've been praying for the for the for the nation to be praying and
praying that they can pay for invading their country was

Carley Shimkus 1:41
making a payment. What do you make of the latest sanctions? The US and EU nations kicking some
Russian banks out of the Swift financial system, but it still doesn't affect their oil and gas industry.

Jeremy Hunt 1:56
Unfortunately, Biden and Eastern European leaders, Johnny completely type of assistance to Ukraine
wouldn't get him to wait too long to do that. And now we are actually sooner than maybe they would
have been even better position that also with these payments now, the problem is that you can get hit
them with sanctions but until you start targeting these energy payments, that is how that is how Russia
is funding in this. So in tune, we can start talking about energy payments. Unfortunately, sanctions are
not going to be as tough as they could be. So there's kind of this half these little half step measures are
not going to be helpful until we start hitting on energy and this is why we have to be energy
independent here at home. In United States as well. We should be ramping up our domestic production

and sitting across the table to ask Biden, why is he still restricting our own energy production here at
home?

Todd Piro 2:54
Obviously, the talk of the last 24 to 48 hours is the fact that this invasion does not appear to be going, as
Vladimir Putin has planned you discussed the will of the Ukrainian people. Is there something
strategically in your estimation, being a trained West Point, soldier that you see Putin failing at?

Jeremy Hunt 3:13
Yeah, well, we live in the forest to be filled out and so that is that one is committing incredible and
Eminem egregious crimes. I don't know just if you see some of the footage coming out of it. There's the
hangings accidents military has been committed. What he's what he's underestimated is the will to fight
in the first for freedom and Ukraine. When people are willing, we have members of parliament,
grabbing weapons, defending their country. It you know that people are not playing around and key
thought of this. They were all just kind of rolled over individually but that's not what happened. What's
happening here. And you know, what, even here at home and our community, folks here even at night
six are going to be paying even more 456 bucks a gallon of gas. Effective everyone was with what's going
on there. So the entire world community's upset. One of the reasons why I'm running for Congress here
in southwest Georgia is to get serious leadership in our in our Congress and in our leadership to stand up
to people like

Carley Shimkus 4:09
that. All right, Jeremy Hunt. Thank you. So much for joining us this morning. We appreciate it.
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Jeremy Hunt – 2022-05-07 – Progressive Elites
Jesse Waters Primetime – Pete Hegseth – Carol Swain
Long version

Pete Hegseth 0:01
Joining me now to weigh in is Jeremy Hunt, Georgia congressional candidate along with Carol Swain,
author of black eye for America how critical race theory is burning down the house. Thank you both so
much for being here. Jeremy it's one thing to say something like this in a private conversation maybe
their friend trying to figure things out it's another thing when you talk politics everyday on TV and you're
saying it in front of millions of people. She was really believe this that it's not possible to look like you
and be a Republican.

Jeremy Hunt 0:32
That's right. I mean, when I look at that, the woman there's so emblematic of where the progressive
we have no idea what life is like in southwestern Middle Georgia, where I'm running for Congress right
now. I mean, they think that blacks and Latinos that we somehow owe them our vote, but for nothing
more than the color of our skin. It's insulting. It is disrespectful. But a lot of blacks Latinos in our district
and Columbus and Macon, Albany, Thomasville are waking up and realizing, why are we voting for these
liberal elites who mock our values. They mock all our principles, our vision and mock our religion. They
think that those of us that are born again believers that you know, somehow they were just so stupid for
believing it has gotten out of control. And so that's why the progressive elites have to submit they are so
out of touch with our community here in southwest Middle Georgia, but they have no idea that we
stand for something that we stand for faith, family community, that's what our campaign is all about.

Pete Hegseth 1:29
Carol, if they can't understand, you know, if it's an oxymoron than talking to someone you would like
you would make their heads explode. It does not compute. Why can't they understand that color of skin
does not have to equal ideology or worldview

Dr Carol Swain 1:46
because they live in a bubble. They get their views about black people from the Congressional Black
Caucus, that blacks in academia and you know, Jesse Jackson, Al Sharpton that group, they have no idea
how everyday blacks think. And they're so ignorant. They don't know they're ignorant, they're stupid.
And I am a proud Black Republican. But unfortunately, I spent most of my life in the Democratic Party.
And once I became a person of faith in my 40s, as I grew in my faith, I became more and more

disillusioned with the Democratic Party. I am a Republican because of the platform because of the focus
on God Family and nation.

Pete Hegseth 2:38
Because of what you believe in your heart and in your mind, in your soul about the things that you
value, none of which, from your view, is it reflects on the color of your skin. Sure, but just real quick, I
mean, to people that look at this and are demoralized, is there hope that because of comments like this,
more of, you know, blacks and Latinos will come toward the conservative side of the spectrum.

Jeremy Hunt 3:02
There already there. It's the Democrat Party has left so many blacks and Latinos behind. I mean, it
comes down to our community at the hearing columns. You talk to folks understand, like we just want
to be put food on the table for our kids. We want to have our faith respected, our families respected
and I have to ask for every vote is a place of respect and a willingness to listen. And that's why we've
been able to win. So you can feel free to come join. Look at our website at Jeremy for ga.com. We're
talking about a lot of issues because we're bold and we're sticking up and we're representing our
community.

Pete Hegseth 3:31
Carol last word 15 seconds.

Dr Carol Swain 3:33
Well look at the polls black, so I'm fleeing from the Democratic Party, and it's about time and so the
Democratic Party has a serious problem. Wake up, Democrats wake up.

Pete Hegseth 3:46
We'll see if they can when they're handing Emmys to the view for commentary like that, but we'll get to
that later. Jeremy Hunt Carol Swann, thank you very much for sharing
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Jesse Waters Primetime – with Pete Hegseth – Jeremy Hunt – Progressive Elites – Short Version

Pete Hegseth 0:02
Joining me now to weigh in is Jeremy hunts. Georgia congressional candidate along with Carol Swain,
author of black eye for America, how critical race theory is burning down the house. Thank you both so
much for being here. Jeremy, it's one thing to say something like this in a private conversation maybe
with your friend trying to figure things out. It's another thing when you talk politics everyday on TV, and
you're saying it in front of millions of people. She must really believe this that it's not possible to look
like you and be a Republican.

Jeremy Hunt 0:33
That's right. I mean, when I look at that clip, I mean, the woman of the people, they're so emblematic of
where the progressive elites are right now. I mean, they have no idea what life is like in southwestern
Middle Georgia where I'm running for Congress right now. And I think they think that blacks and Latinos
somehow out by for nothing more than the color of our skin. It's insulting. It is disrespectful. But a lot of
black Latinos in our district and Columbus and Macon Albany, Thomasville are waking up and realizing
why are we voting for these liberal elites who mock our values. They mock all our principles, our vision
and mock our religion. They think that those of us that are born again believers that you know,
somehow they were just so stupid for believing, I believe it has gotten out of control. And so that's why
the progressive elites have to somebody are so out of touch with our community here in southwest
Middle Georgia, that they have no idea that we stand for something that we stand for faith family
community, that's what our campaign is all about.
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Fox & Friends First – Carley Shimkus / Todd Piro – Jeremy Hunt – Biden’s Iran Deal

Carley Shimkus 0:00
Proactiv is the situation in Chernobyl. First of all you have Ukrainian staff who are hostages have been
hostages for the past two weeks working at gunpoint and the power has been cut off. So now there's
some concern over a radioactive leak. And now like Todd said, Ukrainian intelligence is warning Putin is
planning a man made catastrophe at Chernobyl, which he will then blame on the Ukrainians. What do
you make of this situation?

Jeremy Hunt 0:29
Yeah, it's a complete mess. We were just the whole world is witnessing just the complete ruthlessness
coming out of out of kind of evil tactics here and was one of the reasons now in light of this kind of stuff
the police trying to pull in short oval. This is why it's so important that we help continue to arm Ukraine
and give them not only the anti tank, missiles and the anti aircraft, aircraft themselves on Mad Max, but
also give them the humanitarian tools that they need to kind of as a civilian, kind of civilian centers
become more kind of center of attack for from. We have to make sure that we're giving them the
humanitarian tools that Ukraine needs to protect themselves, and to help their people in this complete

Todd Piro 1:15
crisis. The Intel says that Putin's forces would take the bodies of dead Ukrainian soldiers and pose them
as saboteurs to accomplish the goal that Carly said basically a pretext for what matters to a nuclear
holocaust to an extent plus, let's not forget about the potential to use chemical weapons as well.
Jeremy, is Joe Biden prepared to meet that moment?

Jeremy Hunt 1:41
No, I mean, we what we do know is that Biden does not have much of a plan at all to kind of combat it
and see what happens and this continues to try to escalate this fight. But But look at where we are right
now. We are watching just the look of pure evil has done to this country is pure evil. And but what
Ukraine has done in terms of standing up for their country defending the homeland. It is an absolute
inspiration. I mean, as someone who is so good to trade, I had the honor of working with the Ukrainian
Armed Forces. We were training them on NATO doctrines back in 2016. And even back then I could see
the result I mean, we completely underestimated to thirst for freedom, the training people have. And so
that's why that's why we have to stand up and give them the resources that they need to protect
themselves, because they are literally fighting for their homeland. And I'm just so proud of that. I still
have friends over there right now who are a little bit fighting for the laws. I get updates every now and
then those should be messages when they can. And I just anybody who wants to hear more about that
or my experiences in Ukraine, you can go to hunt for georgia.com I will get volunteer really closely,
because people there are fighting for liberty, and we're in the face of pure evil. Yeah, Germany.

Carley Shimkus 2:57
In Germany, rather, you mentioned giving Ukrainians the resources they need to protect themselves.
And on that front, President Biden yesterday spoke about his reluctance to give Ukrainians the MiG 29
fighter jets. And he said the idea that we're going to send offensive equipment planes trains, tanks, with
American pilots and American crews. Just understand that is called World war three. But Jeremy my
understanding of the situation is it wouldn't be American pilots flying these planes, it would be
Ukrainian pilots picking them up. In Germany, and then flying them into Ukraine.

Jeremy Hunt 3:38
Yeah, I mean, really have to kind of explore the options there. There are ways to get them supplies
without actually putting American troops in harm's way and actually putting them on the ground there.
There are ways that we can actually get them the tools that Ukraine needs to defend themselves. And
that's ultimately what they're asking for. They're saying look, just give us a shot and give us the supplies
that you have helped us to defend ourselves. And so they're, they're kind of creative solutions that we
can go to. They do not have to escalate those troops in harm's way. But unfortunately, what we're
seeing on the White House is just a failure to plan and this is just par for the course of the Biden White
House. You saw this back in the Afghanistan debacle and unfortunately, we're watching this unfold in
Ukraine as well.

Todd Piro 4:20
Jeremy the Iran nuclear talks are screeching to a halt amid new Russian demands. Shocker that using
Vladimir Putin as an intermediary is not working out. Shocker of all shockers, look, the Russians want
sanctions immunity, you know, the sanctions that we're putting on Russia for the situation in Ukraine.
They want immunity from them. And it turns out even Democrats are united with Republicans against
the President with regard to this Iran nuclear deal. How much of a self imposed disaster is this for Joe
Biden?

Jeremy Hunt 4:56
We all remember even in the Biden and Obama administration, how big of a mess this was right and
how we just piles of cash over to Iran in exchange for nothing right. And then what happened was
Rhonda continued to escalate their own nuclear and to continue to promote and develop their own
nuclear program and then an increasing pace. We have no way to kind of check to make sure that we
believe we're not violating their Terms of the deal. Well, now, with this, this new Iran deal, this is just
this is the this is the mess of the Obama era, that times two, it's even worse now. Because it doesn't
even rectify the issues of the past. And now that Biden is trying to send even more cash there and of
course, as we've seen, Russia can smell weakness on behalf of some of our so called negotiators over
there. So now they're trying to build for themselves by weakening on seconds on them. And so when he

did have bipartisan support, saying that this is a bad deal, abandon this, you know, what's that? It's just
it's a complete embarrassment on the world stage. And unfortunately, we're going to continue seeing
more important just how big a mess this is. This new Iran deal, which unfortunately, is just down of the
kind of ridiculousness of the previous deal in the Obama administration.

Carley Shimkus 6:11
I want to read a portion of a foxnews.com op ed it says Biden's new deal more dangerous than the
original this bad deal on shackles Iran to not only continue its current export of terror, but enabled the
regime to set up its atrocities both towards its own people and throughout the region. This deal is a
farce and must be stopped so the situation Jeremy would be we would lift some sanctions on Iran at a
time when they have enriched uranium at 60%, which is really close to weapons grade so they would be
getting money. They have the ability. They're close to having the ability to create a nuclear weapon.
What sort of assurances would we get in return?

Jeremy Hunt 6:55
That's the problem currently, and we get very few. We have no enforcement mechanisms to make sure
that our the demands that we're making are actually being met. So what happens is that Iran they get
they get their cash every time they get what they want. They need to try to pressure us to take some of
the some of their horrible military off of our own terrorist watchlist. So they get what they want. What
we get is no access actually ensure that they are not consumed to develop their nuclear capability that
the things that they have in the past and so it is a lose lose for America and a win win for our adversaries
abroad.

Todd Piro 7:34
That portion of the op ed you read coming from an Israeli obviously Israel in the crosshairs, very worried
about their story. Jeremy Hunt a pleasure as always my friend Great to see you

Jeremy Hunt – May 24, 2022 – Stacy Abrams Embarrassing Comments
Fox & Friends – Brian Kilmeade

Brian Kilmeade 0:02
At the top of the hour another big feature of primary data kicking off in America with voters heading to
the polls in five big states, including Georgia where newly redrawn congressional district aims in the
balance. Our next guest is determined to turn the longtime blue district fret. And joining us now he's a
familiar face, Georgia Congress, congressional candidate and he's a got a military background. Jeremy
Hunt. Jeremy, welcome back.

Jeremy Hunt 0:26
Thank you. Great to be with you, Brian.

Brian Kilmeade 0:28
You confident you pretty confident looking at the polls that you got to get this nomination on the
Republican side, right.

Jeremy Hunt 0:34
That's exactly right. We are just so excited. I mean, it's been amazing. Just an amount of tunneled been
this release. I'm running in Georgia second congressional district, which includes Columbus, Rylan all the
way out to make an Albany Thomasville. We even have a lot of rural areas down in Decatur County,
Grady County and our district we are fighting to finally suck this district read for the first time in over
100 years. And it's been amazing. Just the outpouring of support that we've built all around the district.
No one thought we would have come this far. But we have literally started a movement of people that
are saying we are sick of the radical elitist, progressive agenda, ready for something new. So we're so
excited and we're just getting started.

Brian Kilmeade 1:17
Sanford Bishop has been there forever. And so Democrats, it's been over 100 years since Republican
won this district.

Jeremy Hunt 1:23
That's exactly right. Yeah. And the most recent Democratic incumbent right now has been in office for
30 years, literally, as long as I've been alive the year I was born, he was already in Congress. And what's

amazing is that now throughout the district, withdrawn, and after all the support and atmosphere right
now, for the first time, our district is incredibly competitive or the most competitive scene in Georgia
and one that competitive seats, the most competitive in the nation. This is one of those CISI that we
have to be able to flip. If you want to take back the House. We already are up for the job. And I'm telling
you people have just Secondly, especially in our rural areas, some folks can't even have a grocery store
in another city. Some folks don't have Wi Fi in our district, and then this is 2022. And so many people in
our rural areas have been so rad guy, and they're saying, Look, we know people who are willing to do
that for us,

Brian Kilmeade 2:14
right, and there's some people that are running in that state that don't seem to like it too much.
Including Stacey Abrams, listen to this

Stacey Abrams 2:23
conversation about PVR work for each other, each other. In the country, business will be the worst thing
in the country to live.

Brian Kilmeade 2:37
So it's the worst state in the country to live.

Jeremy Hunt 2:42
It's amazing to me that you have someone running for governor who's supposed to be the ambassador
of our state, and she's already criticizing and publicly shaming our state in a way like this. I think this it's
so embarrassing to have someone like that, who's at the top of that ticket in our state. For us. I'm trying
to have as a Republican running for Congress right now and as a next generation conservative, our
message is very clear. We stand for our Georgia values. That's faith, family and community. Those are
the values that make our state strong. That's what makes us the greatest state to live. And that's why
we're going to defeat right Democratic agenda this November. We're asking everyone to get out.

Brian Kilmeade 3:23
Right. Mike Pompeo has given you his endorsement and Nancy Pelosi, putting millions of dollars into
Bishop's coffers because of that concern about you. Good luck today getting the nomination and in the
next quest to get the seat. Thank you. Thank you. Go get him Jeremy.
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Brian Kilmeade 0:00
All right. And there's some people that are running in that state that don't seem to like it too much,
including Stacey Abrams, listen to this.

Stacey Abrams 0:11
We have to have a conversation about PVR in the states and what we want for each other. Prior to
hearing about being the best state in the country to do business, well, we are the worst state in the
country to win.

Jeremy Hunt 0:25
So it's the worst state in the country to live. It's it's amazing to me that you have someone running for
governor who's supposed to be the ambassador of our state, and she's already criticizing and publicly
shaming our state in a way like this. I mean, I think this is it's so embarrassing to have someone like that,
who's at the top of that, that have a ticket in our state. For us. I'm talking as a Republican running for
Congress right now. And as a next generation conservative, our message is very clear. We stand for our
Georgia values. That's faith, family and community. Those are the values that make our state strong.
That's what makes us the greatest state to live. And that's why we're going to defeat right Democratic
agenda this November. You guys are we're asking everyone to get out and vote.
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Todd Piro 0:00
The progressive squad member Congressman Jamaal Bowman resorting to desperate claims like this to
trash Republicans ahead of the midterms.

Jamal Bowman 0:09
We got to understand that this is a group that has been radicalized and have been pushing for violence
and pushing for even civil war. So that is what's at stake right now in terms of this election. Our
democracy is hanging by a thread and black and brown people. Our lives are in ballots if these people
come back into power,

Todd Piro 0:32
Republican congressional candidate Jeremy Hunt joins me now Jeremy, literally every word he said
there was a false how irresponsible is that kind of fear mongering

Jeremy Hunt 0:44
is completely irresponsible and it's reflective of a movement that has lost all momentum. Their
movement is responded progressive movement is responsible for our $5 gallon gas pumps, where
movement is responsible for the formula baby formula shortage. The movement is responsible for
making us now dependent on foreign oil. Their movement is responsible for the rise in crime. So what all
of these things have gone completely awry in our country? All they can do is throw in the race car once
again, and say this whole war on the verge of a civil war trying to stir up all types of unrest. And let's be
clear, when you say stuff like that it actually have everything working out real ramifications. We saw this
the kind of irresponsible rhetoric, talking about our Supreme Court justices, and then of course, where
they've now arrested the rest of someone who was on their way to try to assassinate justice Cavanaugh.
And so we see this all the time, Democrats are getting desperate and they start throwing around racial
as I'm trying to stop racial unrest. But guess what communities around the United States are not buying
it. You go to art good art community here in southwestern Middle Georgia. No one is listening to Jamaal
Bowman or the progressive left anymore because we've seen the results of what happens when they're
in charge.

Todd Piro 2:02

How do black Republicans and Republicans in general counter this false narrative that Bowman and so
many on the progressive left are trying to spin?

Jeremy Hunt 2:12
We counter that by getting results. So even in my race we've been doing is going around talking about
the issues. We say we can listen to. We say we talk to voters I love you can sit and listen to MSNBC and
CNN does it make up stuff about our country and spread lies? Or we can look at what's actually
happened to our communities. We can talk about how crimes and all time high and our families in our
district are being terrorized by crime. And none of that has to do with what with what was well Fox
News or said Republicans who say that has to do with with our police force not being adequately
funded, because the progressive movement toward everyone to defund the police and to whatever,
embolden criminals around the country. So when you have families that are living with the results of
progressive rhetoric, we had to do as conservatives just show up and say, Listen, we are the movement
that guarantees freedom. We have a movement that secures our streets. We are the movement that
makes sure that every family in this district is protected. And that's been the message that has really led
to our success.

Todd Piro 3:14
You mentioned your race, Georgia residents headed back to the polls on June 21. That's next Tuesday
for run offs in three Georgia congressional races. Jeremy, your name is on the ballot again in one of
them. Let's put yours up on the screen. Looks like you have a pretty sizable lead right now. Over Chris
West 37 to 30. Obviously now Utah in a runoff. What's the state of this primary? You're going to win this
thing?

Jeremy Hunt 3:40
Absolutely. We are so fired up as we're going around the district. I'm the only candidate that's visited all
three counties in our district and and that and that's really what has led to our success. We've actually
ended up having eight sheriffs that have gotten behind me and endorsed me. And I'm talking about not
just endorsing me or my primary opponent, but even over Sanford Bishop, the Democratic incumbent
shares coming out and saying, We've previously been with with what Bishop saying, Well, we're done.
We need a candidate who's actually going to fight for law enforcement. We need a candidate who's
actually going to help us with the movement and make me being able to raise the wage for police
officers. We've also been on the support of our farmers. We've been highlighted how our farmers have
been disproportionately impacted by Joe Biden's economy. We want to look at what happens when it
comes to foreign oil. Well, our diesel prices have gone skyrocketing up. If you look at what happened to
our fertilizer prices are now four times as much this year as they were this time last year. That's what
happens in Joe Biden's economy. It's actually when all those input prices rises. Realize what ends up
happening is they're not making as much money on the crops. And so it's led to some serious issues
across our district. And I'm thankful that I've gotten the support of the major farmers in our district of

the sheriff's and all those the grassroots folks around or around our area. And so I'm excited where it's
asking everyone early voting starts tomorrow and I asked everyone to go to my website Jeremy for
ga.com. If you can check it always gets 50 bucks. That helps

Todd Piro 5:12
me on always get to that plug in. Jeremy, our friend we appreciate it. Good luck. check back in with this
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